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Elmer 
(8/9 classes) 

Colour Patchwork Elmer 
Design your own Elmer 
Elmer finger puppets 
Elmer stick puppets 
(Elmer jigsaw) 
 

Also suitable: 
Colour by numbers 
Colour and count 
Write and draw 
 

Also suitable: 
Elmer fortune teller 
Jigsaw 1-20 
 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Storytelling cards 
Jigsaw 1-10 / 1-20 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 
 

Dramatising the story. 
Colours, numbers and animals songs and 
games. 
Treasure hunt for colours, patterns, animals 
in classroom. 
Elmer Powerpoint story (kidsclubenglish.com) 

Adjectives 
Colours 
Jungle animals 
Patterns 
want / don’t want 

There Was 
An Old Lady 
Who 
Swallowed a 
Fly 
(8/9 classes) 

Jigsaw 1-10 
Stick and count 
Spinner craft 
Find and stick craft / Colour dictation 
Stick puppets 
Jigsaw display mural 
 

Also suitable: 
Vocabulary fan 
How many...? 

Also suitable: 
Jigsaw 1-20 
Spinner craft (read and colour) 
Find and stick craft (read and stick) 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Jigsaw 1-10 / 1-20 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 

Inventing another song with different 
animals. 
Dramatising the song. 
Colours, numbers and animals songs and 
games. 
 

Animals (pets , farm animals) 
Colours 
Numbers 
‘I don’t know why / how’ 
Infinitive of purpose, e.g.,She.....to..... 

Halloween 
(1/2 classes) 
 
Christmas 
(3/4 classes) 

Meg and Mog story 
 
 
I’m a little snowman song 
 
 
 

Meg and Mog crafts 
Halloween songs, crafts and games 
 
Snowman flashcards / cards and worksheets 
on https://supersimpleonline.com/song/im-a-
little-snowman/ 
Make a snowman stick puppet and perform 
Christmas songs, games 

 
 
 
 

https://supersimpleonline.com/song/im-a-little-snowman/
https://supersimpleonline.com/song/im-a-little-snowman/
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Walking 
Through the 
Jungle 
(8-11 
classes) 

Colouring sheets 
Numbers jigsaw 
Jungle find and stick 
Finger puppets 
Mini-book (pre-prepare) 
Graphing dice (use pre-prepared dice) 
Writing paper templates (draw) 

Also suitable: 
Snakes and ladders (small) 

Also suitable: 
Colouring sheets (colour by word) 
Numbers jigsaw 1-20, written numbers 
Snakes and ladders (large) 
Fortune teller 
Mini-book (support needed) 
Graphing dice (support needed) 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Number jigsaws 1-10, 1-20 
Snakes and ladders games 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 

Turn the classroom into a jungle. 
Animals and actions songs. 
Encourage the children to invent actions and 
for the chant and perform as a class. 
Extend to different landscapes – swimming 
through the ocean etc. SEE alternative book. 
Small world play with other animals. 

Jungle animals 
Actions (fly, jump etc.) 
What do you see? What can you see? 
Can you...? 
Stop! Listen! 

The 
Enormous 
Turnip 
(8-11 
classes) 

Counting sheets 

Jigsaw1/10 

Story wheel *with support* 

Sequencing fan *pre/cutting* 

Display craft 

Roleplay puppets&masks 

Writing paper *drawing templates* 
 

Also suitable: 
Vocabulary fan with cutting support 
 

Also suitable: 
Colouring sheets  /read and colour by 
numbers 
Jigsaw1/20 
Fan with less support and text 
 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Number jigsaws 1-10, 1-20 
Storytelling cards 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 

Acting out pulling the turnip as a class. 
Powerpoint story (kidsclubenglish.com). 
Family, animal and / food songs. 
Invent other enormous vegetables with play 
dough. 
Storytelling with string (inspiration from 
Dianne de las Casas ‘The Stubborn Turnip’). 

People vocabulary 

Family vocab 

Come and help! / I’ll help. 

The turnip doesn't move. 

Pull! I’m hungry. 
 

  1st infantíl (3 years) 2nd infantíl (4 years) 3rd infantíl (5 years) 
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Over in 
the 
Meadow 
(6-8 
classes) 

Meadow scene craft 
Jigsaw 1-10 
Graphing dice and sheets (pre-prepare dice) 
Stick puppets 

Spinner craft with support 
Minibook *pre-fold/ not number find and 
stick* 

Song flip craft  *simple pre-cut and folded* 
 

Also suitable: 
Can cope with cutting activities although some 
children will require support. 
Number recognition versions are appropriate. 

Also suitable: 
Graphing dice – demonstrate and support with 
folding and sticking. 
Some children will be able to recognise some 
written words. Variations with text can be used 
but some children will require support. 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Number jigsaws 1-10, 1-20 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards – animals, habitats, numbers 

Introduce other animals in alternative story. 
Designate parts of room as different parts of 
the meadow and act out – use flashcards as 
support. 
Animals, actions and counting songs. 

Numbers 
Animals 
Actions 
Imperatives and replies ‘we hop!’, ‘we sing!’ 
Habitats 

Shark in 
the Park! 
(9-11 
classes) 

Colouring sheets 

*telescope* 

Find and colour 

Find and stick 

Shark stick puppets 

Graphing dice / pre/make d3ice 
Jigsaw display mural 
Mini-book pre-folded 

 

Also suitable: 
Colouring sheets /colour by numbers. 
Can cope with cutting activities although some 
children will require support. 
Number recognition versions are appropriate. 

Also suitable: 

Colouring sheets / read and colour by numbers. 

Graphing dice with support/demo. 

Mini-book – can fold with demonstration and 
support. 
Some children will be able to recognise some 

written words. Variations with text can be used 

but some children will require support. 
 

Laminated cards 
Number jigsaws 1-10, 1-20 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 
 

Other activities 
Make a telescope. 
Treasure hunt with mini-cards around room. 
Play games to practise ‘There’s a..’ 
Animal and prepositions songs. 
Baby shark song – revise family vocabulary. 
Display border pics available for craft displays. 

 

Possible language focus 
Up, down, left, right, all around (prepositions) 
There’s a shark in the park! 
Things in the park 
Numbers 
 

  1st infantíl (3 years) 2nd infantíl (4 years) 3rd infantíl (5 years) 
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